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THE SENSATIONAL IGNORANCE OF THOSE WHO
WOULD DEFEAT TitfE MINIMUM WAGE LAW

It Is Kindest to Suppose That the Inhumanity of Certain
Reformers Is Due to "Ignorance9 and "Environ

mene and "Bad Home Conditions?' v

BY DON MAC GkEGOR
Graham Taylor, "expert on vice," seems to 'need a little en-

lightenment on that subject - '

Taylor lately has been occupying his sparemoments. which would ap-

pear to he many, writing articles for The Daily News, which jlutocratic
newspaper publishes the same gladly.

Taylor's latest is to the effect that the O'Hara welfare commission Is
the worst enemy: of a state .minimum wage law because of what Taylor is
pleased to call "the sensational methods" of the O'Hara commission.

Taylor goes on to say that he himself is in favor of a minimum wage
law drawn up, of course, according to his idea of what a minimum wage
law should be and has been in favor of such a law for many years.

, This is indeed interesting. It would be equally Interesting to me to
know "why "Professor" Taylor kept his approval of the principle of the
minimum wage so blamed secret until he was-force- d out into the open
In defense of Big Business by the
"sensational methods'of the O'Hara
commission.

Taylor also says that much "cau-
tion" should be used in the framing
of minimum "wage law. "The
British people were ory cautions

Massachtfsetts people.
I about

df the British people in

the fact that the millions who
inhabit the industrial or "black" belt
of England now are threatening a
general strike unless conceded

of a minimum wage, I guess
the British were CAUTIOUS

about-it- , he, rays. '"So. were the faT-o- it all right

don't know much
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And I da know about Massachu
setts There is no question about
the CAUTION displayed by "what

minimum wage legislation although, J Taylor terms- - "the people of Mass--
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